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KonutDer has
brought together
turkey’s most
prestıgıous and
big-scale housıng
development fırms...
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.
Ömer Faruk Çelik
Chaırman of Konutder

urkey has recorded remarkable economic growth over the past
decade, making it the 16th largest economy in the world while
the real estate sector is one of the driving forces. Turkey is home
to a young and fast growing population of 77 million residents,
providing a solid foundation for its housing market. With the change
in the reciprocity law in 2012, Turkey has witnessed a strong and
growing demand from foreign real estate investors, in particular from
the Middle East.

T

We consider the coming period as a duration that is intensely
susceptible to improvement. This sector is remarked about its
improvement volume and we do not intend to provide this
improvement with a mind of "regardless of how". We combine our
national values and social insensitivities with our ethical values, working
principles and perspective of our social responsibility. We have
determined our priority as "human" in the beginning and we have said
"the biggest value for us is human".
As a result of that we have focused on creating social benet and a
common value. Either economic or social, we serve to social
development process with all our activities and we as KONUTDER will
determine the other ways to serve to this improvement together.
We are happy for contributing to reach the aim of "ideal cities" that is
a symbol for civilization related to preference of consumers. Because
the cities should have a vision too. Civilized living areas provide the rst
step for these cities and we consider these civilized living areas as an
important part of the vision of 2023 Turkey. KONUTDER has continued
to work related to these goals in a short time since its foundation. We
will continue to work for that henceforth.
Best Regards
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ABOUT KONUTDER

Secretary General

Consultants:

Contacts:

Doğan Selçuk Öztürk
Phone: +90 532 488 55 13
dogan.ozturk@konutder.org.tr

Prof. Dr. Kerem Alkin
Murat Parmakçı
Av. Nimetullah Topu
Ömer Çakıcı

Necip Fazıl Mh. Hamza Yerlikaya Blv.
Central Work İş Mrk. No: 10
Ümraniye-İstanbul-TURKEY
www.konutder.org.tr
info@konutder.org.tr
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Who Are We?
ssociation of Housing Developers and Investors
(KONUTDER) was found on 9th June 2011 by 16
big housing producers of Turkey and 47 real
persons representing these producers. KONUTDER
members, who play an important role for producing
branded residences in a considerable amount in Turkey,
have put their signature under building over 200
thousand residences so far. The member companies of
KONUTDER who provide approximately 4 billion dollars
per annum for Turkish economy provide employment
opportunity to approximately 35 thousand people
directly or indirectly.
KONUTDER was found as a platform that will make the
sound of this sector louder and that eliminate all
complications for a healthy growing. While housing
sector has made a lot of progress with the projects
developed within each period, it also faces so much
trouble including the structural or cyclical problems. The
solution of the troubles requires a broad-based
partnership.
KONUTDER take the required steps to overcome these
troubles, act commonly with shareholders and make
attempts to provide the appropriate conditions that mean
maximum benet for all consumers. KONUTDER have
been a respectable non-governmental organization in
which specic companies that make business in this
sector, have common goals and share common troubles
are banded together for the rst time. We have started to
handle the issues that we cannot solve individually and
that make acting together mandatory. We think that the
development for civilized living areas is possible with
corporate and professional investors and that there is a
requirement for providing a consistent and sustainable
investment ambience for this to happen. And we also are
aware that one or two bad examples which are among
the companies making business in this sector may
provide a huge loss of trust and damage to this sector. So
we intend to become a specic structure where the
housing developer and investor companies have self

A

discipline and also where these structures make all
specications comply with minimum quality standards
without the necessity of public intervention for both
short and long terms.
Our Vision:
Contributing to social development by means of
leading to build civilized living areas.
Our Mission:
Improving the competitive capacity of our members
related to knowledge in this sector.
Our Points:
• Preparing solutions for the problems related to
legislations that regulate this sector.
• Providing the improvement on the sector of project
development and dwelling production
• Preparing projects for housing-living areas in
consideration of modern and civilized urban planning
principles and working country wide for making all
dwelling projects to be prepared in high standards.
• Making regular and healthy relations between
dwelling producers, municipalities, public authorities,
consumer organizations and the suppliers for dwelling
production sector and also providing them to get
developed and providing information exchange between
them.
• Preparing different working methods related to
quality labor force training with related public and/or
private sector agencies and institutes and increasing the
training level in this sector by means of considering the
growing requirements.
• Collecting healthy, measurable and trustable data
about Dwelling Project Sector and identifying
performance indicators, indexes and standards.
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TURKEY’S MOST
P R E S T I G I O U S & B I G - S C A L E H O U SING
DEVELOPMENT FIRMS
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KONUTDER

MEMBERS
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Artaş Group
Nef
Kuzu Group
Kınaş
Ege Yapı Group
Ağaoğlu Group
İş REIC
FerYapı
Dap Yapı
EYG Group
DKY Real Estate
Sinpaş
Çukurova Gayrimenkul
Soyak Group
Sur Yapı
Park Residences Cadde
Metsan
Torunlar REIC
Mesa Mesken
Besa Grup
Gürallar Yapı
Solid İnşaat
Teknik Yapı
Garanti Koza
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10
TURKEY’S MOST
PRESTIGIOUS & BIG-SCALE HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT FIRMS

A

RTAŞ Group, founded by Süleyman Çetinsaya, has been in property
development sector for 39 years and is actively developing,
constructing, and managing residential, office, retail and hospitality
projects. The Group is known best with its branded-homes “Avrupa
Konutları”.
ARTAŞ has developed and constructed approximately 15.000
residential units and is planning to construct 10.000 more in the
upcoming years. Significant confidence among homebuyers via rapid
handover, well-structured after sales services, and high yields of
investment has been a driving factor in the Group’s success. The
Group’s development experience has enabled to produce a
strategically-located, high-efficiency, A-class office portfolio which has
also been attractive to commercial property investors both locally and
internationally. ARTAŞ owns and manages 200.000 m² GLA retail
space in 5 shopping centers and has recently completed its 4th hotel
development, the Radisson Blu Hotel in Kayseri.
ARTAŞ Group’s upcoming project is “Avrupa Konutları Başakşehir”.
Project; located on newly developed and planned region of İstanbul,
will be on sale, April 2016. Avrupa Konutları Başakşehir, being
developed on 72.706 m² of land, has a GCA of 244.323 m²
comprising 941 apartments and 27 retail units.
Group also has been developing joint venture projects under different
brands as Vadistanbul and Tema Istanbul. Mega mixed-use projects
are shining out as the symbols of Turkish construction sector.

ARTAŞ GROUP
Yanık Ses Sok. Yenimahalle Kültür Merkezi
No: 2 /A Bakırköy, İstanbul
Phone: +90 212 571 13 55
Fax: +90 212 571 13 54
www.artasgrubu.com
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Avrupa Residence & Ofﬁce
Avrupa Residence & Ofﬁce Ataköy, being developed on 8.800
m² of land, has a GCA of 60.000m² comprising 165 luxury
apartments, 52 ofﬁces and variously sized retail units. It is
planned to be delivered in the 3rd quarter of 2016.
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artaş group

Projects

TURKEY’S MOST
PRESTIGIOUS & BIG-SCALE HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT FIRMS

Avrupa Konutları Kale
Avrupa Konutları Kale, located in Zeytinburnu, Istanbul, is being developed on 37.000 m² of
land, has a GCA of 110.000 m². Comprising 599 apartments of 1 to 4 bedrooms, 52 “A” grade
ofﬁces and road facing retail units. The projects is planned to be delivered on April 2016.

Eclipse Maslak
Eclipse Maslak, developed on 22.000 m² of land, has a GCA of 166.000 m², comprising 550
apartments in the twin-towers and 34.000 m² of ofﬁce space in the horizontal section of the
building. Ofﬁces are still on sale and ready-to-move in.
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Vadistanbul
Vadistanbul, a prestigious symbol of the Turkish construction sector, is located on Cendere Valley. It is being developed on 424.000
m² of land, has a GCA of 1.350.000 m² in 3 consequent phases. Comprising 1.111 apartments at the ﬁrst phase, has a shopping mall of
103.000 m², 29.000 m² of retail units on a 760 m long shopping-street and a ﬁve star hotel of 25.500 m² in the second phase, and
300.000 m² of ofﬁce space exists in both second and third phases. The third phase will also contain 762 luxury apartments. First phase
of project is already delivered; other phases are currently under construction. Vadistanbul will have its own private monorail.

Tema İstanbul
Tema İstanbul, located in Küçükçekmece,
being developed on a 1.505.000 m² of
land, has a GCA of 864.000 m². Mega
mixed use project comprises 3.531
apartments, shopping venues and a
theme park. A new public metro line
station will be constructed within the
project. Apartments of Tema Istanbul are
delivered and are currently on sale; rest
of the project is being developed.

artas. projects
on map
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N

ef, a Timur Holding brand, is a company that designs meticulously thought-out
living spaces by handling the work in square centimeters, not in square meters.
Partnering with the world’s best in architecture and industrial design, Nef
develops projects in series: apartments, ats, residences, houses, dorms, suites
and ofces simultaneously in New York, Miami, Dallas, Chicago and London.
Nef therefore appeals to customers spread across ve continents. Ever attentive
to the needs of its customers, Nef is trying to make luxurious living accessible
through its patented concepts: Foldhome, Foldofce and Guaranteed Project.
Nef’s special design focus has made it the rst real estate development company
from Turkey to be invited to showcase its projects at 100% Design London.
Nef offers design series appealing to all target audience and life styles. The
projects feature diverse design series suitable for all audience and life styles for
example, the ats appeals to singles or the apartments appeal to those who
prefer to live with their family away from the hustle and bustle of the city. There
are a total of 7 design series at Nef: apartments, ats, suites, dorms, residences,
houses and ofces.
Used only by Nef, the design series system designs more than just the facade
and lobby of a building. Different designers and architects work on each Nef
series, specially designing even the tiniest part of the project. World-renowned
designers and architects create the buildings, as well as many of the details
ranging from door handles to elevator buttons.

NEF
Levent Mah. Meltem Sokak No: 10
İş Kule: 2 Kat: 3-9
34330 Besiktaş, İstanbul
Phone: +90 212 386 90 00
www.nef.com.tr
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Nef New York
Unlike conventional New York City developments where park & amenity spaces are clustered at
either the bottom, the top, or midway through the building, Nef New York equally spaces clusters
throughout the development to create 5 unique, but interconnected social/ community blocks to
foster a vertical urban community. Arranged as a series of overlapping, angled, and diverse spaces,
all open air gardens are located no more than 4 ﬂoors away from any given unit. The idea is to
create a new kind of Nef community Eco-system of social relationships, within thin tower design,
by responding speciﬁcally to the sites context and our clients’ needs.

nef
newyork

on map
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Nef Ataköy 22
Nef Atakoy 22 is located on a 25,000 m2 land in Atakoy, which is one of the most attractive
districts of Istanbul. The project compromises 6 different blocks which will accommodate
approximately 1500 houses and ofﬁces and a shopping mall. The project is conﬁgured with
a canyon-like sloping architecture which enables fresh air and light to reach the bottom
ﬂoors of the shopping mall center.

Nef Sütlüce
With Nef Sütlüce, the old Sütlüce is being revived. Nef Sütlüce with its design inspired by
Sütlüce’s rich history, carries details from Ottoman mansions and pavilions. The façade
design is in line with the historical fabric of Haliç. The historical cistern that is located in the
project will be preserved to create a link between the present and the past.

nef ataköy

on map

nef sutluce

on map
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Nef Seyrantepe 39
Nef has always asked the question: ‘Why not better?’
and used this question as its philosophy since the
very beginning of its existence. Nef has worked
meticulously not in meter squares but in centimeter
squares to bring a new breath of fresh air to the
sector. So far, Nef has worked with 4 of 5 of world’s
most well-known architectural ﬁrms and has
collaborated with more than 12 world-renowned
industrial designers. It is through this vision and
know-how that Nef has created the Nef Seyrantepe
39 project.

İnistanbul
Nef and İş GYO’s joint project İnistanbul
is a visionary mixed-use redevelopment
of a former industrial site near historic
Istanbul. The Fold Community master
plan transforms what was once the site
of a glass factory into modern,
integrated living for the next
generation of urban dwellers. With
3,000+ housing units, this project
responds to the rising demand for
housing while balancing the critical
need for greenspace in Istanbul.

seyrantepe 39

on map

. .
ınıstanbul

on map
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ince its establishment in 1943, KUZU GROUP has been one of the representatives of
trust, development and success in building sector so as to contribute to development
and growth of Turkey.
Firstly, in the area where they were founded, then growing day by day, they gave
support to development dynamics in whole country. They have worked to be a
renewing and growing organization in the business so as to make their country, which
follows the age, have a voice in the world future and reach the strength which will
form a new vision contribution to humankind with its unique gigantic potential and
cultural diversity that inspires.
They have carried out nearly 250 projects throughout the country. KUZU GROUP has
contributed to many lives' future. Its technical staff, which is extremely qualied,
expands day by day. As being a company, which is trustworthy, developing steadily,
carrying out successful works, continue to make considerable contributions to the
development in Turkey.
Such that, they have taken the quality certicate, named as TS EN ISO 9001, which is
required to expand into outside market. And this year Kuzu Group took the 151st
place in ENR (Engineering News Record) magazine’ The Top 250 International
Contractors list.

KUZU GROUP
Kuzu Plaza Yeşilköy Cad. No:19
34153 Florya, İstanbul
Phone: +90 212 663 26 66
Fax: +90 212 573 28 09
www.kuzugrup.com
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SeaPearl Ataköy
SeaPearl Ataköy, the only premium housing
development in Istanbul built right on the
seafront, offers not only a spectacular sea view,
but also a living environment intertwined with the
sea. Its prestigious reputation has already
extended beyond Turkey’s borders.

seapearl ataköy
on map
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Kuzu Effect Oran
Kuzu Effect Oran will be the ﬁrst mixeduse building in Ankara to receive LEED
Gold certiﬁcation. Consists of a 10 story
loft-apartment building, a 46 story
apartment building, a three story
shopping center, a three story horizontal
ofﬁce building, a three story home ofﬁce
building and social facilities.

kuzu
effect
on map
Kumru Ankara
Kumru Ankara aims to add color to urban
living by combining residential and
commercial spaces on thr city’s busiest
main thoroughfare. The commercial area
designed to serve as a meeting point and
consists of 30 retail stores. The residence
features two separate entrances for 1+1,
1,5+1, 2+1 and 3+1 , 4+1 , 5+1 ,6+1
apartment types, a ﬁrst-of-its kind in
Ankara.

kumru
ankara
on map
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ince its establishment in 1985, our company built 1.500.000 square meters projects in
Kayseri & İstanbul (Turkey) and Nairobi (Kenya). While Kınaş adds value to the region with
the projects by utilizing the most recent techniques of architecture and engineering, it
has also shown ultimate attention to fabricate “Green Buildings” that are environmentfriendly.
Kınaş, since its rst establishment, is proud of supplying homes to 15.000 families and
more than 50.000 people. With each building Kınaş produced, our company has aimed
supplying much more than just a roof over surrounding walls. It has designed residential
areas that enable people to live together and socialize through common use areas and
social facilities
Behind our success, paying utmost importance to customer satisfaction plays a crucial
role. In this respect, customer relations after handing-over have been secured by a strong
organization within the company and a ve-year guarantee has been provided to every
home produced under the Kınaş name. Thanks to the customer satisfaction, the company
has built up trust on every project it developed.
Vision; Of living space, creating a high quality of life. In various areas of the construction
sector, strong capital structure, experience, employees, and stakeholders with the support
of the brand, both domestically and abroad, a pioneer in Turkey with senior construction
carried out, to be a respected company in the world.
The tasks undertaken in all areas of the construction industry both inside and outside the
country, using the results of scientic research and technologi- cal facilities, completed
the highest level of quality, which is in association with high level stakeholders, suppliers,
subcontractors, holding the satisfaction of employees and customers at the highest level,
job opportunities forming , providing employment, con- tributing to the national economy
and to increase the contribution of business permanently.

KINAŞ
Tacettin Veli Mah. Tacettin Veli Cad. Kınaş Plaza No:24
Melikgazi / Kayseri
Phone: +90 352 231 18 18
Fax: +90 352 222 11 06
www.kinas.com.tr
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Kınaş Topkapı
Kınaş Topkapı is in the hearth of the city and interwined with city. Kınaş Topkapı
invites you to the centre of trade. It is on E5 highway which is the vital point of
İstanbul. It is established on 15.000 square meters. It has 77.000 square meters
construction site. In residence blocks part of project, there are 11 different types of
1+1, 2+1, 3+1 ﬂats from. 46 square meters to up to 135 square meters. There are 48
ofﬁces under the blocks and there are 48 shops at ground ﬂoor also there is 5 storey
car park. Kınaş Topkapı consists of 450 independent sections. This Project will start
October 2016 and will be delivered on may 2018.

kınaş
topkapı
on map
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Kasr-ı İstanbul
Kasr-ı İstanbul is a boutique project that contains 8 blocks, 105 ﬂats and 2 shops. There
are different choices like 1+1, 2+1, 3+1 and 4+1 for ﬂats and also to have nice time, there are
many social domains for you and your family. With large and useful swimming pool, ﬁtness
centre and playground for children, you and your family will have nice and high-class time.
Playstation room, convention hall and pergolas are free for all the residents and also there
is a cafeteria which is near the social domains. With Kasr-ı İstanbul Project, your children
will live the neighborhood culture comfortably with large gardens, landsacpe areas and the
security. We invite you to have one of our limited availability of housings, to increase your
value of investment in this peaceful and conﬁdent atmosphere.

kasr-ı istanbul
on map
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Kınaş Vizyon
With exclusive architecture, high quality standards and social privileges
first of all Kınaş Vizyon came in first with its grandiose architectural
approach. Green and blue colours surround the Kınaş Vizyon. Each part of
the Project was designed as a prize. Kınaş Vizyon is privileged to live and
also unique for investments. The Project contains 6 blocks, a shopping
mall which has lots of shops for every necessities. Kınaş Vizyon is
comprised of 4+1 flats which are 234, 250, 252 and 273 square meters.This
Project is getting ready to change your life.

kınaş
vizyon
on map

Kınaş Koru
The naturel beauty of the city. İntervined with the
nature,located on Erciyes mountain and Kayseri city of
Turkey Kınaş Koru… Total size of area is 50.000 square
meters and only 30 percent of the area was used for
construction site. The other part of the area, 70
percent of the area was used for gren and social
domains. You can see many different ﬂats in Kınaş
Koru. All the products which were used in this Project
are ﬁrst class products. Kınaş Koru contains 12 blocks,
355 ﬂats and a grove near the buildings.

kınaş
koru
on map
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E

ge Yapı has come into existence with 35 years of institutional
and individual experience. Having realized various residences, ofces,
shopping malls, educational institutions projects covering approximately
1.000.000 m2 at home and abroad as a contractor and real estate
developer, and in light of this knowledge and experience, Ege Yapı has
become a well-known, leading and prestigious brand.
Currently, Ege Yapı is carrying on 1.200.000 m2 of construction that
consists of 6 separate projects in the country and abroad. It has also added
Batışehir project to its portfolio, which has been commenced within the
scope of real estate investment trust (REIT), contains 818.000 m2 building
area consisting of ofces, prestigious shopping street, residences, special
education facility, city hotel, sports club and 3 thousand 266 qualied
houses in its structure. Thus, the total construction area of the Ege Yapı
reaches over 2.000.000 m2. Currently, Ege Yapı is carrying on 1.200.000
m2 of construction that consists of 6 separate projects in the country and
abroad.
It has also added Batışehir project to its portfolio, which has been
commenced within the scope of real estate investment trust (REIT),
contains 818.000 m2 building area consisting of ofces, prestigious
shopping street, residences, special education facility, city hotel, sports club
and 3 thousand 266 qualied houses in its structure.

EGE YAPI
Burhaniye Mah. Kanuni Sultan Süleyman Sk.
Mabeyin Konakları No: 4 D Blok
Altunizade Üsküdar - İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 478 48 18 Pbx
Fax: +90 216 467 64 55
www.egeyapi.com
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Pega Kartal
Ege Yapı is ongoing to construct Pega
Kartal, including 200 residences, 35 homeofﬁces and 11 stores with the view of
Marmara sea and the Princes’ Islands, in
Kartal, is new wellness and business
center, Asian side of Istanbul.
Pega Kartal, has an unusual desing by
taking its inspiration from a very
sophisticated idea, offers many types real
estate, which are suitable for family life
and large families by stretching from 1+1
to 4+1 with the view of the Princes’ Island,
the transportation facilities. The Project
also offers home-ofﬁces, carry you to the
summit of business world with theirs
technical infrastructures and alternatives
amenity spaces.

pega
kartal
on map
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Batışehir

Projects

ege yapı

Batışehir Project (Europe’s Best Mixed-Use Development Project) designed with Emlak Konut
REIT pursuant to a “revenue sharing model” on a construction area of 818,000 m². Batışehir
consists of 3,266 ﬂats and residences, Doğa Oxford Quality School, Four Points by Sheraton
Hotel, Radisson Blu Residence İstanbul, a shopping avenue, social spaces and wide
landscapes. Batışehir offers a life where you will ﬁnd all the comfort you need with 40
different ﬂat options ranging from 1+0 to 5+1 duplex houses. Upon completion, the complex
will host approximately 15,000 people. Conveniently located between the Atatürk
International Airport and the city centre and highly visible.

.
batışehir
on map
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İz Park
İz Park is redescripting business vision as a one of the best efﬁcacious projects
which add value both to business life and Istanbul. İz Park offers comfortably
business spaces with the view of the Prince Islands in two towers. In İz Park,
Two 15-storey Tower, which were constructed by the technology and the
experience of Ege Yapı, is becoming one of the county’s icons with its shiny
appearance. Also, all needs of the business world as well as stores,
restaurants and cafés, gyms, large-capacity indoor and outdoor parking areas
and much more than these are coming together in İz Park.

iz park
on map
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ğaoğlu Group is Turkey’s leader in real estate development thanks to
the knowledge and experience of 35 years in addition to being a
pioneering conglomerate in the construction, energy, tourism and
industry sectors it operates in. Developing more than 30.000
residential, office and retail units on a construction area of 7 million
square meters since 1981, Ağaoğlu has strived to build a reputation as
‘architect of life’. Ağaoğlu is also the pioneer and leader in foreign sales
with sales worth 2 billion dollars in 3 years. Citizens of 94 countries live
peacefully in the projects developed and managed by the Group, as we
call this harmony ‘United Nations of Ağaoğlu’.

İstanbul International Financial Center: The World’s upcoming financial
center
Maslak 1453: Europe’s Largest Mixed Lifestyle Project
Ağaoğlu Central Park: Premium residential project neighboring Istanbul
Urban Park

AĞAOĞLU GROUP OF COMPANIES
Barbaros Mah. Ihlamur Bulvarı, No: 4B D: 1
34746 Ataşehir, İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 687 11 11
Fax: +90 216 688 71 46
www.agaoglu.com.tr
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www.terasoﬁs1453.com

Projects

ağaoğlu

+90 444 6 777

Maslak 1453
Reflecting a unique architecture, one of the sublime mixed lifestyle projects in Europe
comes to life within the body of Maslak 1453 under Ağaoğlu guarantee.
Located at Maslak, where business and life intersect, Maslak 1453 offers access to mass
transport, important connecting roads, all bridges in Istanbul including the 3rd Bridge
and all airports in the city. The subway comes to your doorstep and easily takes you
anywhere you want.
Having a length of 1453 meters and a planned structure contrary to the likes of Bağdat
Street and Istiklal Street, Cadde 1453 offers you everything you need thanks to the stores,
exclusive boutiques, art galleries, restaurants, tastes from various parts of the world,
organic marketplace, entertainment center for kids it hosts as well as My Club, the largest
sports and lifestyle complex in Europe.
Breathing 24/7, Maslak 1453 offers all colors of life and the dynamism of the city to those
who cannot break bonds with the city and want to be at the center of life.

maslak 1453
on map
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Ağaoğlu Central Park
A lifestyle that even New York will envy meets the dynamism of the city at Bakırköy, one of the oldest neighborhoods of Istanbul. At
Ağaoğlu Central Park, the stunningly green nature of the largest park in the city welcomes you at your doorstep and your windows open
to an eternally blue view.
Ağaoğlu Central Park will be located in Bakırköy, where shopping malls and various amenities for sports and entertainment as well as
multiple means of transport are available. It neighbors the largest urban park in Istanbul with a size of 1 million m² to be completed by
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality and 80% of the project is covered by green areas. It is next to the subway station currently under
construction. It is in walking distance to the coastal road. It is just minutes away from Ataköy Marina. It is very close to IDO terminals,
which offer fast transportation to Bursa, Bandırma and Yalova.It is only a couple of hours away from key cities in Turkey and around the
world as it is very close to Atatürk Airport. It is surrounded by hospitals, a university, a courthouse and social and recreational areas.
Everyone tries to ﬂee the city and meet the nature but at Central Park Istanbul, you cannot ﬂee the green areas! Rising on a land of
45.500 m², a signiﬁcant 80% of the project is covered by green areas.

+90 444 6 777

AĞAOĞLU CENTRAL PARK
on map
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İ

ş REIC completed its IPO in December 1st 1999 after its establishment in August
6 1999. Achieving a continuous growth since its foundation, İş REIC engages
in activities set out within the objectives and scope stipulated in regulations
issued by the Capital Markets Board in a market where competition is
intensifying each passing day. The company undertakes expansive investments
and implements its corporate governance policy in all its activities with the
objective of generating the advisible risk return balance for its shareholders.
Continuously growing with the aid of its professional management approach
and new investments, İş REIC carries the vision of setting a global corporate
example not only by the projects it undertakes, but also with the way it
conducts business, by its corporate structure and values, and management
approach. Growing at a stable pace, İş REIC is Turkey's leading and pioneer real
estate investment trust and plays a guiding and decisive role in the creation of
dynamic real estate market in Turkey with its innovative and formative side. The
projects that İş REIC develops, resolve the social and physical environment of
the region and create desirable spaces for contemporary people and
contemporary cities in the direction of undertaking the “Architect of Change”.
İş REIC is a portfolio management company that invests in real estate properties
and real estate development projects and its portfolio consists primarily of
commercial real estate. İş REIC is an Turkey İş Bank subsidiary with its diversied
portfolio in respect of region and investment issues and constitues many
valuable real estates such as İş Towers and Kanyon Shopping Mall.

İŞ REIC
İş Kuleleri Kule-2 Kat: 10-11
Levent 34330 İstanbul
Phone: +90 212 325 23 50
Fax: +90 212 325 23 80
www.isgyo.com.tr
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Manzara Adalar
A mixed-use project consisting of residential units, commercial and
ofﬁce spaces is planned to be developed on the area located in Kartal,
İstanbul. Opening the gates of a peaceful life right at the very heart of
Istanbul, Manzara Adalar has been designed by world-renowned
architectural ﬁrm Perkins Eastman. With a unique view of the Marmara
Sea and the Prince Islands, the project will add inspiration to your life.

manzara adalar
on map
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Ege Perla
Ege Perla that will be constructed on 18.392 m2 land in İzmir, Turkey’s third largest
metropolis, presents you residences towering İzmir gulf, spacious home-ofﬁces with a
refreshing atmosphere, half-open shopping mall that will include the most elegant brands.
By means of this special project that is designed for you to ﬁnd everything you look for and
have a nice time you will be able to enjoy your life smoothly. Project area that is placed on
the center of the city is also provides convenient transportation.

Istanbul International
Financial Center
A property has been purchased with
the target of developing a mixed-use
project consisting of ofﬁce and
commercial spaces in Istanbul
International Financial Center (IIFC),
which will become the capital of
ﬁnance in Istanbul and enjoys an
extremely advantageous position
owing to its proximity to the city’s main
trafﬁc arteries.

ege parla
on map

IIFC
on map
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Tuzla Projects

tuzla
project

Tuzla Projects contain a Technology & Operation Center and a mixed-use
project is planned to include a small shopping mall and office spaces. Located
İstanbul’s fast-developing township of Tuzla that offers great potential in terms
of business and commerce.

on map
Inistanbul

Inistanbul opens its doors for a new life for
everyone in the center of Topkapi. İnistanbul
draws the attention of investors and future
residents not only with its comfortable
standards of living but also with its rich
social facilities, green spaces, ease of
access to the city with the metro system
and alternative means of transportation.

ınistanbul

on map
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S

ince April 2010, FerYapı has been committed to carry out projects
creating a difference in its industry. Adhering the principle of
condence strictly and immediately, FerYapı produces world class
projects required in Turkey without compromising a mission based on
uniqueness, innovation and sustainability. By designing its productions
in an original, modern and perfectionist architectural perspective,
FerYapı creates lasting projects for the next generations to accomplish
the most prestigious projects in the industry. Adopting to increase the
added value in the community as a principle, FerYapı shows its
difference with its open-minded and innovative perspective.
Since the beginning of its establishment, FerYapı has cooperated with
the giants in the eld, such as Sinpaş GYO and Boyner Holding and
completed major projects such as İstWest, iTower, Mai Residence,
Parima and Premier Campus Ofce. The projects constructed on area
of approximately 500,000 m2, valued 2 billion TRY, are the important
evidence of FerYapı’s rm steps. Beside the high nancial success, the
most successful productions and services, being one of the leading
companies in Turkish market is aimed. FerYapı has actively taken part
in the national and international organizations such as KONUTDER, ULI
(Urban Land Institute), GYODER and INDER.

FERYAPI
Proﬁlo Plaza A Blok, Cemal Sahir Sk. No: 26-28 Kat: 1
34394 Mecidiyeköy Şişli / İstanbul
Phone: +90 212 272 49 09
Fax: +90 212 272 22 63
www.feryapi.com
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Premier Kampüs Oﬁs, Kağıthane, İstanbul
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Premier Kampüs Ofis
The usual cubicle style offices with their closed spaces are now being replaced by campus
offices. Campus offices are the preferred working space for some of the most valuable
companies in the word. FerYapı has created “Premier Kampüs Ofis” with its innovative
vision and Premier Kampüs Ofis is the first campus office in Turkey and located in
Kağıthane,İstanbul where has easy access opportunity and is in city-center. After all
transportation investments will be realized in 2020, Kağıthane will be the most important
business and residential area in İstanbul. The combinable modules offer both small offices
between 40 m2 and 300 m2; medium offices between 800 m2 and 1000 m2. Premier
Kampüs Ofis has also the option to be used as Headquarters (10.000 m2) with their own
lobbies and private entrances. Premier Kampüs Ofis is ready to be delivered.

feryapı projects
on map
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iTower
The new star of investors in Istanbul, iTower rising in Sisli,
Bomonti is a candidate to becoming the symbol of the region
with its exclusive ofﬁce concept that will turn this valuable
location into an even more proﬁtable investment. iTower
Bomonti shines through with its perfect location situated right
beside the biggest Hilton Hotel in Istanbul and adjacent to the
luxury residencies. This location where main connecting roads
and tunnels that provide easy access to the Bosporus and Fatih
Sultan Mehmet Bridges intersect provides ease of
transportation to the major points of the city. This new ofﬁce
concept of iTower with its unparalleled architecture designed
by Tago architecture brings the modern understanding of the
ofﬁce to a new level with different area choices from 400m2 to
930m2. iTower is ready to be delivered.

Parima
Parima offers you an exclusive ofﬁce
experience in Merter, located in the heart of
the business centre, near to power,
insurance, import and export, textile
industries and industrial, law, education
areas. Parima is in the most splendid place of
the business centre in Istanbul. With its
commercial units on the ﬁrst ﬂoor planned
to serve the daily needs of employees in a
total area of 15,500 m2 with 16 ﬂoors, each
970 m2, welcomes you. 224 independent
units with at least 45 m2 area offer you a
combined environment. In the terrace of
each ofﬁce, you will take a fresh break.
Parima is ready to be delivered.
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Building the future…

D

rawing strength from its vast know-how, DAP Yapı continues to build the future
through groundbreaking projects in the construction industry by bringing together
the past, the present, and the future with respect to humanity and the
environment.
DAP Yapı strives to “develop projects in the right eld” with new living spaces
and business areas that are built on the notion of “future” and to offer remarkable
architectural and investment value.
This approach drives the company to passionately work on providing
contemporary lifestyles for people and inspirational living spaces for the
cosmopolitan city of Istanbul.
A new identity and a new silhouette for the city…
The journey of quality that began with Şelale Evleri in Kağıthane continues with
Şelale Konakları, Şelale Village, Şelale Crown Center, Şelale Premium, Şelale Space
Center and Centro Futura; Turkey’s prestigious projects Dragos Royal Towers and
DAP Royal Center; the pioneering DAP Burgu Kule, DAP Dalga Kule, DAP Tango
Kule, DAP Vazo Kule, DAP Vadisi, Z Os, I Os, Y Os, A Os, Bumerang and Petek
projects; and the IstMarina mixed use project.
DAP Yapı not only develops the industry’s most prestigious projects, but also sets
future trends with its original architectural style. With a “happy customer”
attitude, the rm offers superior pre- and after-sales service to life partners,
maintaining the highest level of service and quality with the strength it draws
from the sense of trust.

DAP YAPI
Altayçeşme Mah. Samanyolu Sok. No: 16 B Blok
Maltepe, İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 500 49 00
www.dapyapi.com.tr
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İstanbul Marina
The marina on the wide shoreline, the market next to the shore, marina residence towers to
carry your business to the top of prestige and lift it to the perfection of true privilege, a
modern hospital and private school for your health and education needs, restaurants and
cafes where original tastes from different cuisines are offered, a shopping mall with world's
most exclusive brands await you in İstanbul Marina. İstanbul Marina is in a very special
location with a high-speed railway through it beside the heliport and seaplane dock. İstanbul
Marina, the ﬁrst project realized according to the mixed life concept, is an investment with
an ever increasing value with business, entertainment and living areas accommodating
different needs, its favorable location, A Plus features and original architecture. İstanbul
Marina is the best choice, not only for living but also for investment.

istanbul marina
on map
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Taksim Petek Residence
The best design in the heart of İstanbul, Taksim. You are invited to a magniﬁcent Project to
attend the luxury & beauty. Inspired by the miracle-like bee-cell shape and built with
uniqueness and functionality to be a signature of creativity.
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Adam Tower
DAP Yapı carries out unique projects to build landmark structures
in Istanbul, working with the meticulousness of a sculptor. DAP Yapı
dedicates this project to humanity, as it is a symbol of the
company's respect for people. Your preferences reﬂect your inner
world to the outside, revealing you to your environment. Adam
Tower, reﬂecting DAP Yapı's style, gives you the opportunity to
create your own living space with optional architecture. With Dap
Yapı's Free Ofﬁce System, you can purchase conference room space
and personnel services and lobby, secretary, back-ofﬁce, and
concierge services for a minimal fee at Adam Tower.

adam tower
on map
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EYG Group, as the solution partner of the sector

A

s EYG Group in Turkey, especially in İstanbul we opened a brand
new phase in the trademark projects in the construction sector. We
made a detail research and on the behalf of our group we decided
to make a big investment in 2014. We are searching and analyzing
deeply for the houses and ofces which are located in the
trademark projects in İstanbul and after the result report we invest
in the selected ones.
14 projects that are selected in our portfolio are located in 9
different area in İstanbul. We have sales ofces in the middle of the
Project area and besides we advertise and promote them directly
from our real estate web site called www.evdekirsat.com. From
Evdekirsat.com, investors and real estate searchers can see all the
registrations of the 14 projects, can learn the demographic analysis
of the projects, watch the 3D videos. And besides the real estate
investors can trade of their own real estates, automobiles, yatches
and etc. and own a new one from our portfolio.

EYG GROUP
Necip Fazıl Mahallesi
Hamza Yerlikaya Bulvarı No: 10
Ümraniye / İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 466 54 15
Fax: +90 216 466 54 18
www.eyggrup.com
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İstwest 10 minute
to the Ataköy beach

Projects

eyg group

İstwest, 10 minutes to Ataköy beach, Atatürk Airport
and Basın Ekspres road. The Project is situated on
the road. Among the star projects of İstanbul, the
genuine architecture and highly quality standards,
İstwest contains the İstwest Meydan shopping
center in it’s area. İstwest Meydan has different cafe
and restaurants which promises good taste of life.

Bahçeşehir and Halkalı Projects with
the fascinating lake view
In the middle of Bahçeşehir and the new developing
area in Halkalı we have 6 different projects including
from 1+1 to 6+1. The houses are in different square
metres of ﬂats to villa types. In 2018 the Marmaray
terminal will be infornt of the Halkalı Divan
Residence Project. The district is near to Atatürk
airport and has a fully view of Küçükçekmece lake.

Evvel İstanbul in Başakşehir
The new center of İstanbul which is Başakşehir is
close to 3. Bridge, 3. Airport, North Marmara road
and Kanal İstanbul project, so the value became
higher as a district. Başakşehir hosts different
mega projects and Evvel İstanbul has located
in the middle of Başakşehir. Transportation,
education, health services and social properties
is near to the project that takes the attention of
our investors.

istwest

on map

bahçeşehir

on map

evvel
ıstanbul

on map

halkalı

on map
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Tem Vitrin in Gaziosmanpaşa
Located 10 minutes form the centre of
trade Maslak, Levent, Bayrampaşa. The
projects is also close to 5 minutes to
Vialand Tema Park ve shopping center
and 15 minutes to arrive Eyüp and
historical place Haliç.

The New Ofﬁce Complex in The Middle Of Trade in Europe
The mega project is located in the middle of the trade center; Kağıthane in İstanbul.
With the new tunnels the transportation to Taksim, Maslak, Levent and Beşiktaş
became more easy. The investors can rent and buy form the different square metres
in our Office project.

kağıthane

on map

mashattan

on map

tem vitrin

on map

İdilia, Located 10 minutes To Ataşehir
The real estate investors is addicted to Asia and
we have İdilia Project ine the district. İdilia project
attracts attention with low rise architecture and
extensive sports ﬁeld. The project is located 5
minutes to TEM Çamlıca, 10 minutes to Ataşehir,
6 minutes to Paşaköy bridge entrance.

Mashattan as the Heart of Maslak
Maslak Mashattan is located in the most valuable location in İstanbul. The
district includes different kind of shopping centers, cinemas, cafe and
restaurants that are in İstinye Park, Kanyon, Metrocity, Saphirre and Özdilek.
Maslak is near to Bosphorus also.

idilia

on map
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D

KY Construction, a leader and innovator in Turkish real estate development,
creates unique living spaces drawing on 54 years of experience. With delivered
projects including Gizli Bahçe Konakları, Manzara Konakları, Akdeniz Evleri,
Adres, Dizayn, Trend, Trend Ekstra, Konsept İstanbul and Minimal, as well as
Vizyon, which has become a symbol of the Kartal district, and İkon in the
Göztepe district, which is Istanbul's rst triple-tower project, not to mention
Flex in Ataşehir and Modern in Bahçeşehir, the Group has successfully completed
numerous large-scale, mixed-use developments. Projects currently under
construction include DKY Kartal, Lokum Homes and DKY On Kağıthane.
To date, DKY has built over 15,000 residential and ofce units and over the next
ve years plans to complete an additional 10 projects with a combined value of
US$ 2.5 billion dollars.
Setting the pace for technological innovation in Turkish real estate, during 2015
DKY Construction launched Turkey's rst "Real Estate Lifestyle Experience
Center" and introduced the world's rst "Digital Community Platform" under
the umbrella of the DKYOn brand, securing the company a place among the
ranks of global real estate industry pioneers.
With an architectural design philosophy that puts people and nature at the heart
of every project and a Dynamic, Quality and Innovative corporate culture, DKY
Construction is committed to continuing to generate added value for Turkey
while setting the standard for innovation in the real estate development
industry.

DKY REAL ESTATE
Dumankaya Vizyon, Esentepe Mah. Milangaz Cad.
No: 77/33 Kartal, İstanbul
Altunizade Üsküdar - İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 517 95 17
Fax: +90 216 511 57 15
www.dkyinsaat.com
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DKY Kartal
This unique development is located at Kartal, the intersection of the D-100 highway and the Istanbul ring road access ramp, very
close to Bosphorus Bridge and Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge. The project is surrounded by universities, hospitals, exclusive shopping
malls and offices With an easy access and connection to public transport network. The project has a new “1.5” apartment concept
offering a rich choice of 2+1.5 to 5+1.5. There are 336 apartments and 216 office units in total on a total land area of 21,696 m2.
Estimated completion of the project is December 2017.
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DKY Lokum
The project is located at Tuzla district, very close to Sabiha Gökçen Airport and TEM
motorway with an easy access and connection to public transport network. High-end mixeduse residential project with a rich choice of 1+1, 2+1 and 3+1 quality apartments social and
recreational facilities. There are 722 apartments in total at 6 blocks and 1 residence block
on total a land area of 52,777 m2. Estimated completion of the project is July 2017.

dky lokum
on map
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DKY On
The project is located at Kağıthane district, very close to Taksim and main attractions with an easy access and connection to public
transport network. The project will redeﬁne good living by opening up new possibilities of socializing and entertainment. High-end
mixed-use residential project with social and recreational facilities. There are 205 apartments in total with a rich choice of 1+1 and
2+1 on a total land area of 10,264 m2. Estimated completion of the project is the ﬁrst half of 2018.

dky on
on map
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E

stablished in Ankara in 1974, Sinpaş focuses on the construction of
housing projects and the development and leasing of commercial real
estate projects. Developing innovative projects simultaneously in
several districts of Istanbul including Kagithane, Atasehir, Sarıyer,
Umraniye and Silivri led the way in the development of branded
housing projects in Sancaktepe, Cekmekoy and Kucukcekmece. Today,
Sinpaş continues to change the approach to living and housing with
themed community projects in Ankara, Istanbul, Bursa, Gaziantep and
Denizli in Turkey.
Completing a great number housing projects in its 42-year history,
Sinpaş has taken the lead in the rapidly-accelerating brand housing
project eld and set reference point of the sector raising its standards
with quality-living concepts, all of which have helped increase the
brand’s value.
Maintaining the mission of the Sinpaş Group, which contributes to the
urban transformation process of Turkey by appealing to an extensive
customer prole and taking the lead in the development of prestigious
residential areas in various regions, Sinpaş carries on its operations with
the same service and responsibility approach. While offering favorable
living spaces and protable investment with its prestigious and
exquisite projects on one side,Sinpaş contributes to the development
and enhancement of the areas within its investment scope on the
other side.

SİNPAŞ CONSTRUCTION

SİNPAŞ REIT

Sinpaş Plaza, Barbaros Bulvarı
Yenidoğan Sokak No:36,
34349 Darphane, Beşiktaş, İstanbul / Türkiye
Phone: +90 212 444 19 74
Fax: +90 212 258 24 52
www.sinpas.com.tr

Sinpaş Plaza, Barbaros Bulvarı
Yenidoğan Sokak No:36,
34349 Darphane, Beşiktaş, İstanbul / Türkiye
Phone: +90 212 444 14 40
Fax: +90 212 258 24 52
www.sinpasgyo.com.tr
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Ottomare: “A Life Not For Anybody But For You”
Rising with an impressive architecture designed as being inspired from
the lighthouse at the most prestigious spot of Istanbul with continuous
sea view, Ottomare project materializes the concept of privilege by
virtue of its standard and private services. Ottomare Project offers a
prestigious and elegant life style in the heart of Istanbul with its ﬂoor
gardens with Jacuzzi where lavender ﬂowers are used, luxurious hotel
services, sea limousine service speciﬁcally designed for the project,
which is the practice in Turkey, and privileged social facilities. Although
it's in the center of the city, Ottomare Suites provides a quiet life away
from the noise and stress, embodies the concept of privilege with
standard and custom services. www.ottomare.com.tr

ottomare
on map
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Marina Ankara
“Marina Ankara” will be the brand new symbol of the city with Ankara’s ﬁrst and only marina.
Way different from the conventional projects made so far, Marina Ankara, with its living areas
designed around 15.000 Square meters long uninterrupted lagoon environment, opens the
doors to a whole different life in Çankaya. It will spice up the life in Ankara with the view of
Lake Eymir, its Marina, bicycling and walking tracks, its green nature and colourful life.
www.marinaankara.com

marina ankara
on map
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Queen Central Park
Sinpaş GYO crowns Istanbul with its
residence project Queen Central Park
launched in Bomonti, the center of
Istanbul. Queen Central Park offers
several privileges including personal
assistant, VIP airport transfer,
medical services, and gastronomy
consultancy. With its green areas,
spacious flats with balcony designed
for the families, Queen Central Park
also creates a difference with its
close location to the shopping malls
like Cevahir Mall, congress centers,
historical peninsula, Nişantaşı and
Taksim Square.
www.queencentralpark.com

queen
on map
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T

he Çukurova Gayrimenkul has been operating since 1993 within the SON
Group in construction industry, produced about 4 thousand 700 residential
housings until now by signing 25 projects in Istanbul, Adana and Mersin.
Entering in the real estate sector, with a 500 ats cottage project in Mersin
called Liparis 2 and Liparis 4, Cukurova Gayrimenkul with its project
partners in Adana, realized qualied housing projects like TMT Park Life,
TMT Gölvadi, Yüzevler, Platinkent, Eserkent, Çukurova Residence, Çukurova
Kent, Çukurova Park,Çukurova Villaları.
Turned the route to Istanbul with its island and sea view Adanuspark project
built in Kartal, and then again, nished one of the emblematic projects
Cukurova Tower, Çukurova Gayrimenkul in May 2015 started to realize a
new project in Kartal with “Balcony is the pleasure of Life " theme. With
his project, called Cukurova Balkon, Cukurova gayrimenkul developes
innovative, based on environment-friendly and customer-oriented
approach, and continues its activities with urbanism concept with respect
to people and environment.
Çukurova Gayrimenkul missioned to crown pleasant and high-quality living
spaces with protable investment opportunities and is creating modern
projects combining its knowledge and experience with aesthetic,
technology, luxury and comfort, that add value to the region where they
built. In this context, on the one hand with its ongoing projects in rapidly
developing real estate sector in Adana, Çukurova Gayrimenkul continues
to realize new housing projects in the attractive regions of Istanbul.

ÇUKUROVA GAYRİMENKUL
Soğanlık Mah. Yalnızselvi Cad. Bektaş Sok.
Çukurova Plaza No: 3 Kartal, İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 671 14 14
Fax: +90 216 452 77 44
www.cg.com.tr
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Çukurova Balkon
Balcony is the pleasure of the life! Live this pleasure every day!
Çukurova Balkon presents you , a new concept of luxury and
comfort blended with indispensable high standards, with the
traditional homely way of residential life.

çukurova
balkon

on map
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Çukurova Tower
36 ﬂoored Çukurova Tower, Rised in the eye zone of Istanbul in Kartal with its magniﬁcent
view! People from different countries of the world impressed by quality, esthetic and high
standards, became a householder in Çukurova Tower.

çukurova tower
on map
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Çukurova Adanuspark
Provides to families living there pleasant and happy living with its comfort, quality, view and standards.

çukurova adanuspark
on map
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S

OYAK Holding was founded in 1961 and % 100 owned by Soyak family.
SOYAK Holding is one of the leading groups in Turkey with 12 companies
and 1300 employees. SOYAK Holding has 4 main sectors (Real Estate,
Energy, Cement, Iron Casting) with strong financial capability and achieved
600 million USD revenue in 2014.
SOYAK Real Estate Group is Turkey’s one of the leading housing developer
with 54 years of experience. SOYAK Real Estate Group has sold and
delivered over 50.000 housing units since 1961 and one of the
superbrands in Turkey among the top Turkish companies based on
“Fortune 500 Turkey list”. SOYAK is the only real estate developer awarded
with National Quality Award 2007 – EFQM.
SOYAK Real Estate is proficient in sustainable real estate development with
prestigious housing brand name. SOYAK has the largest real estate
customer database in Turkey with 650.000 SOYAK potential customer
information and has done 250 million USD revenue in 2014.

SOYAK GROUP
Soyak Holding Binası, Büyükdere Caddesi No: 38
34387 Mecidiyeköy, Istanbul
Phone: +90 212 315 51 51
Fax: +90 212 315 51 49
www.soyak.com
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$250 million of sales

$400 million of sales

$300 million of sales

Soyak Yenişehir
3.000 Units

Soyak Olympiakent
3.600 Units

Soyak Mavişehir
1.500 Units

$100 million of sales

$20 million of sales

$100 million of sales

Soyak Evreka
812 Units

Soyak Evreka Residence
126 Units

Soyak Park Aparts
1.121 Units

$100 million of sales

$150 million of sales

$250 million of sales

Soyak Evostar
1.000 Units

Soyak Optimus
1.109 Units

Soyak Siesta
2.300 Units
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Soyak Soho
• Located in the heart of İstanbul
• Completed in March 2014
• View of Bosphorus Bridge
• 77 Residential and Ofﬁce Units
• Various Penthouses
• Close to popular Shopping Centers (Kanyon, Zorlu Center, Akmerkez, Cevahir)
• City Center – Few minutes walking distance to Highway, Subway, Bus
• Concierge Services
• Smart Home Technology
• Fiber-optic infrastructure
• Owner of LEED Gold Certiﬁcate

soyak soho

on map
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Soyak Konforia
• Located in Bahçeşehir; ISTANBUL
• 5,000 Residential Units
• Commercial Areas
• Close to the New International Airport of İstanbul
• Close to the 3th Bridge Connection
• LEED NC

Soyak GOP
• Located in Gaziosmanpaşa, İstanbul
• One of the largest urban regeneration projects in Turkey
• 10,000 Residential Units
• Mixed-used project
• City Center - Excellent Accessibility (Highway,
Metro, Bicycle and Pedestrian Paths)
• Commercial & Recreational Areas, Socio-Cultural, Education
& Religious Facilities
• 50,000 sqm Botanic Park
• LEED ND, LEED NC

soyak gop

on map

soyak konforia

on map
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S

ur Yapı got into action in 1992, completed many projects successfully
since its establishment and developed the identity of leader in the sector
within a short period of time by the works completed. Sur Yapı acts as
a construction company which realizes high quality turn-key projects
starting from the design stage and including development, architecture,
construction-manufacturing. The activity elds of the company are
property development, designing, management of manufacturing and
construction. Sur Yapı which has created life space exceeding 3,5
million meter square since its foundation, carried out residence projects
and invested on many industrial facilities and A plus ofces and
shopping malls.

SUR YAPI
Burhaniye mahallesi, Abdullahağa Caddesi
No: 21 Altunizade 34676, İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 556 08 00
Fax: +90 216 422 65 14
www.suryapi.com
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Mirage Residence
Güneşli Region, Istanbul, Turkey
342 Residences & 60 commercial
areas
l Güneşli neighbour to
Atatürk Airport
l The residential deliveries
starting in 2017
l
l

mirage

on map
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Exen İstanbul
Çamlıca Region, İstanbul Turkey l 1.038 residences & home Office. l Approximately
25 acres of gardens. Anatolian side of İstanbul’s highest tower. l Panaromic view of
Istanbul, bosphorus and island views.

l

Gölbahçe Evleri
Sultanbeyli Region, Istanbul, Turkey l 227 Houses l Close to the Sabiha Gökçen
International Airport, TEM High Way and the New 3rd Bridge Ways l The residential
deliveries starting in 2018 .

l

exen
ıstanbul
on map

gölbahçe
evleri
on map
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Axis İstanbul Ofﬁce & Shopping Mall
In the center of Istanbul, Eyüp neighbour to historical peninsula and
Golden Horn, Istanbul, Turkey.
l 195 Office + Shopping Center
l Close to the Atatürk International Airport, Metrobus, Marmaray
l There are two metro station in front of the Project
l The deliveries starting in 2016
l

axıs
ıstanbul

on map

Marka Residence & Shopping Mall
l Nilüfer Region, Bursa, Turkey l The most
prestigious project in Bursa and Marmara Region
l 316 Residence & Leasable area approximately
75.000 sqm l The deliveries starting in 2017

marka

on map
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L

ocated only a few steps away from Bagdat Avenue; which is one of the popular
shopping destinations and considered to be among the world’s liveliest avenues,
located at the Asian Side of Istanbul; Park Residences Cadde, consists of four blocks
with 20 decare of gardens and a recreation area in which a social club, swimming
pool, tness and spa area, a playground and residence facilities are all included. It
stands out not only with its location and unique scenery, but also with the quality in
its construction. Apartment units either has sea view (above 9th oor), or has a prime
park view (Özgürlük Parkı, one of the major parks of Asian side with recreational
facilities) depending on its location within the building oors. The units vary from 1
bedroom 102sqm to penthouse 690sqm, all nished with top quality kitchens and
bathrooms and ready to move immediately. Some of the apartment units have
spacious balconies, overlooking the park and the sea.
The compound is managed by a professional team, who provides security, concierge,
technical, cleaning & housekeeping services to home owners as well as an outsourced
team, that provides the catering and the spa services with extra charges.
Owned by Birleşik A.Ş, Park Residences Cadde is offering a special payment plan with
bank loans, and a special discount for cash payments.
Park Residences Cadde distances to main attraction points; 100 m’s to Bagdat Street
(c.5 km’s long shopping and entertainment main Avenue), 1.5km’s to Kalamış Marina
with restaurants and entertainment, 8km’s to Bosphorus Bridge (main land
connection to European Side), 5.5km’s to Kadıkoy (main shopping and entertainment
center on Asian side, also the main sea transportation hub to European side), 15km’s
to Taksim Square on European Side, 20km’s to Sabiha Gökçen Airport and 35km’s
to Istanbul Atatürk Airport.

PARK RESIDENCES CADDE
Mehmet Şeyda Sokak No: 2/1
Kadıköy, İstanbul
Phone: +90 0216 504 1880
E-mail: info@parkresidencescadde.com
www.parkresidencescadde.com
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park resıdences cadde
on map
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M

etsan Construction, with its more than half a century long experience,
dynamic and innovative approach, has completed the construction some
of the most important buildings in public and private sector. The company
that was founded by Mehmet Satoğlu in 1961, has accomplished a
spectrum of buildings ranging from hospitals, residences, student
dormitories, to elderly homes, military buildings and religious buildings.
In 1970s Metsan Construction completed some of the most famous public
projects such as Ankara University’s Morphology Building, Turkish Standart
Institute’s Building, Goztepe SSK Hospital. In 1978, the company has
successfully completed Turkey’s rst government housing project with 1500
condos at a time. With its pioneer approach, Metsan took into
consideration earthquake risks and has built Turkey’s rst concrete
residential building with raft foundation in 1980.
Metsan Construction that has 57 years of history had, has and will continue
to give direction to construction sector with its experience, professionalism
and pioneer approach.

METSAN CONSTRUCTION HQ

METSAN NEXUS

Ethem Efendi Cad. No:110/2
Erenkoy-İstanbul / Türkiye
Phone: +90 216 355 40 66
Fax: +90 216 358 23 46
www.metsan.com

Hürriyet Mah., Erler Sok. No:5
Yakacık, Kartal – İstanbul /Türkiye
Phone: +90 216 353 00 00
Fax: +90 216 452 52 92
www.metsannexus.com
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Metsan Nexus
METSAN NEXUS’s masterplan was prepared by the worldfamous architect Daniel
Libeskind and its architectural project was designed by architect Cemalettin Satoğlu
in partnership with Metsan Construction and Studio Daniel Libeskind. This project will
catch on not only Kartal’s and Istanbul’s but also the World’s attention.

metsan
nexus

on map
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Nexus-I
The word Nexus that means crossroads in Latin, is interpreted as a “MEETING POINT” in
METSAN NEXUS project with it’s remarkable architecture, it’s convenient location and its
claim to be the city’s new center of attraction. Metsan Nexus residents can beneﬁt from
exquisite lifestyle amenities in addition to standard amenitites such as ﬁtness center,
basketball court, and outdoor playground. All guests are welcomed by a chic and modern
lobby equipped with a 24/7 concierge desk.
Rooftop Terrace on the 36th ﬂoor, Harmony Terrace on the 19th ﬂoor, and Sky Lounge on
the 17th ﬂoor are all areas where Metsan Nexus residents can meet with their neighbors and
guests and enjoy the view. In addition, indoor playground for kids, private movie theater room,
multifunctional recreation room, golf simulation room are spaces where Metsan Nexus
residents can pleasantly spend their time without going far from the comfort of their homes.
Elegantly decorated party room provides a spacious room for Metsan Nexus residents to
invite their guests for special occasions such as birthdays, celebrations or dinner parties.
Library & relaxation room is ideal for those who would like to have piece of mind outside their
homes. Owners of studios and 1+1 room-apartments who do not want to use up precious
space for laundry machines can take advantage of available laundry room. These exquisite
amenities are intended to offer a world-class high-standard lifestyle to Metsan Nexus
residents.
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Nexus-II
The 50 ﬂoor high Nexus-II project hosts multi-functional building which consists of hotel, residence and ofﬁce functions. It is located
just on the metro station and 10 minutes far from the Sabiha Gökçen International Airport.
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A

s one of the most innovative real estate investment trusts of Turkey in
terms of developing living centers such as malls, entertainment areas,
residences, ofces and hotels with a focus on people and life, Torunlar
REIC has an experience of more than 30 years in construction sector.
Having started to be publicly traded since 2010, Torunlar REIC is among
the most valuable 50 companies of the Istanbul Stock Exchange with its
portfolio value of 8.8 billion TL.
Torunlar REIC, with its vision of "worth to invest worth to live", touches
the live of millions of people, making a difference and grow with the
condence of its investors through its projects located in different
provinces of Turkey such as Istanbul, Ankara, Bursa, Antalya, Samsun
and Muğla.
Having developed many real estate projects that add signicant value to
Turkey, today Torunlar REIC continues to undertake projects betting of
the world’s most magnicent city – Istanbul.

TORUNLAR REIC
Rüzgarlıbahçe Mahallesi
Selvi Çıkmazı No: 4 34805
Beykoz - İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 425 03 28 / +90 216 425 20 07
Fax: +90 216 425 59 57
www.torunlarreic.com
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5. Levent
Located on the development axle of Levent as the most valuable location of Istanbul, 5th
Levent is designed as a sustainable living center in addition to a people oriented and ergonomic
approach. Undertaking the historical mission of the Levent towns symbolized as a modern
center of life, 5th Levent is being built as a new town longed for by the Istanbul residents.
Located on the Alibeyköy junction of the TEM highway, 5th Levent is only 7 km away from
Istanbul's signiﬁcant business and living centers such as Büyükdere Street and Maslak. 5th
Levent which is on the intersection point of both existing and planned giant transportation
projects steps forward with its unique location with direct access link to the 3rd Airport and
on the European Side starting point of the 3 Decked Great Istanbul Tunnel. With a goal of more
green and more genuine green, 50 percent ofthe project area of 5th Levent is designed as an
impressive landscaping. Designed with 17 separate blocks and 2 different neighborhoods on a
total area of 141,600.00 m2, 5th Levent consists of 2288 apartments of 50 different types with
various sizes and the 5th Levent Market Place of 4,000.00 m2, all addressing different life
styles and needs. 5th Levent includes apartments with various sizes from 1+1 to 4+1. With 2
children's activity pools, 2 large pools, indoor pool and ﬁtness center as well as outdoor sports
areas, a rich social life environment is created in 5th Levent. Further with the market place
concept designed in a size to meet the basic needs of all of the residents, it is ensured that
the residents of the town will comfortably meet all of their basic needs. www.5levent.com.tr

5. levent
on map
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Torun Center
Having been signing projects which add value to Turkey, Torunlar REIC now is proud of presenting Torun Center to bring a new aspect to
Istanbul by changing the appearence of Mecidiyekoy with its different ofﬁce altenatives, rich residence life and modern city square.
Located just beside Bosphorus Bridge in Mecidiyekoy, at the new axis of business world of Turkey. It is collated with life, prestige and
luxury in the real center of Istanbul where millions meet everyday. Torun Center; which designed by Award-Winner Mr. Emre Arolat; is
consisting of 3 towers with one for ofﬁces and two for residences and unique designed ﬂat garden ofﬁces.The Towers display the
distinctive panoramic scenes of the city from Bosphorus to Golden Horn and Blue Mosque with all its facades. Residence Towers have
apartment options from 1 bedroom to 4 bedrooms with min 99m2 to max. 411m2 area at 42-Storey. Torun Center invites you to meet
prestige and success as the address of international companies on 36-Storey Ofﬁce Tower and 2-Storey Garden Ofﬁce with latest
technology to determine the business life standarts over again. Istanbul meets at its new 10000m2 city square with public common
areas, wide landscaping areas, transportaion richness and restaurant areas. www.toruncenter.com

torun center
on map
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T

he foundations of the MESA HOLDING were laid in 1969 as Mesa Mesken Sanayii. So today Mesa
Holding rises up on such robust foundations. MESA’s journey begins with the objective of changing
lives and the promise to keep principles unchanged. Taking bold steps along this path, MESA
achieved all its targets in areas of activity. What really brought MESA to date and gives pride of
being MESA HOLDING, is the joy of hundred thousands of loyal customers and the condence they
put into the MESA brand. MESA, with its approach to architecture together with its surroundings,
pioneered many ‘rsts’ in the Turkish real estate market; introducing the “Brand in Housing”
concept in place of the common ‘mass housing’ approach of the time. All phases of development
from design to execution, including infrastructure and landscape, of more than 9.000.000-sq.m of
construction area and 80.000 residential units carry the MESA signature; an uncompromised pursuit
of quality. The team, reaching 4.000 co-workers today, contributes ever enhancing experience to
MESA’s expertise and company culture.
With its increasingly expanding manufacturing and investment areas, MESA went beyond the ‘Brand
in Housing’ notion, rather evolved into a “Brand for Life” status. MESA develops and builds, as an
investor and contractor, large scale residential projects, all sorts of superstructure with necessary
technical and social facilities, infrastructure, landscape either in Turkey or abroad. MESA also builds
large scale business and shopping centers, hospitality and sports facilities, health and cultural
centers, schools, city parks, ofce buildings, industrial plants, etc. In order to execute and deliver
these projects in a sustained manner, holding’s sister companies take charge of planning, design
and construction as well as manufacturing the necessary tunel formworks, steel formworks, joinery
and prefabricated elements. These high quality MESA products both meet the needs of the holding
and are also competitive in domestic and foreign markets.
MESA delivers its buildings with a lifetime MESA warranty eliminating defects via its ‘Customer
Service Unit’, a fresh services approach in real estate. Sustained success, reliable principles and the
ability to realize “rsts”, such as introducing the ‘Tunnel Formwork Technology’ to the Turkish mass
housing industry, offering a ‘Customer Service Unit’ or setting up ‘Maintenance Companies’ for
residential compounds, gives strength to MESA in investing to new sectors.
What started as a sole company, transforms into MESA HOLDING; adding its past to the future of
life. Today, MESA celebrates the pride of building 47 years of future.

MESA MESKEN SANAYİİ A.Ş.
Mesa Plaza, Koru Sitesi, Ihlamur Cad. No: 2
Çayyolu 06810 Ankara - Turkey
Phone: +90 312 291 50 00 (pbx)
Fax: +90 312 240 0 999
E-mail: info@mesa.com.tr
www.mesa.com.tr
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Mesa Koza66
Gazi Osman Paşa, Ankara-Turkey
Number of Housing Units: 206
Construction Area: 51.350 m²
Date: 2014-2016
Created in Gazi Osman Paşa the Mesa Koza 66 stands
there with the ideal of forming a special living space.
It is comprised of two separate buildings, which
reﬂect standards appropriate to the value of the
neighbourhood and exclusiveness of Mesa.

mesa koza66
on map
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Mesa at Çamlıca
Çamlıca, İstanbul-Turkey
Number of Housing Units: 113
Construction Area: 50.400 m²
Date: 2013-2015
Mesa at Çamlıca with all its splendour is
located in Çamlıca, one of the loveliest
neighbourhoods of İstanbul. Realizing the
dream of an ideal home with all its details.

Yeşilyaka
Yeşilyaka, Büyükçekmece,
İstanbul-Turkey
Number of Housing Units: 159
Construction Area: 68.108 m²
Date: 2016-

mesa at
çamlıca
on map
yeşilkaya
on map

Turkey’s two leader companies Mesa and
Nurol unify their almost half a century of
experience and knowledge in the field of
construction at Yeşilkaya Project. A life full
of natural beauty with a lake view awaits you
at Yeşilkaya.
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Tema İstanbul
Halkalı, İstanbul-Turkey
Number of Housing Units: 3.600
Construction Area: 1.000.000 m²
Date: 2011-2015

Your life and future gain value
at the Tema İstanbul.The
Project creates a new life
culture while it has a high
investment value.

tema
istanbul
on map
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B

ESA Grup, that was established in 1995, has been active in
construction sector for nearly fty years and for the last twenty
years has completed numbers of housing and commercial kinds of
projects is the corporation of “Bezci Construction”.
BESA Grup has been realized numbers of private and public
projects. These projects at their realized regions accelerated the
contribution of the advancement of urban development and value.
Aim to realize new projects, with understanding of corporate
maintenances and putting signature to far sighted projects and its
assumed mission and vision.
BESA Grup is an authority about construction, land and property
development, Mall management, energy, telecommunication and
technology sectors.
Maintaining the mission of the BESA Grup, to rest the philosophy
of respect to human and nature, increase the quality of life and
wealth, with following and implementing architectural and
technological contemporary improvements, to put signature on
projects ease the life, for investors always create right and reliable
investment opportunities, at every stage of our introduced
maintenances gain unconditional customer satisfaction.

BESA GRUP
Çukurambar Mah. 1480. Sokak No: 71
Besa Kule Kat: 19
Çankaya, Ankara-Turkey
Phone: +90 312 219 10 10
Fax: +90 312 219 17 98
www.besagrup.com.tr
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Kule Evo
Tower Evo, that construct the concept of ‘new generation home office’, consist
of 1+1 and 2+1 residences. Tower Evo has two blocks, on the brink of the 30 storey
tower and horizontal part. The project has gathered different parts, such as
housing, trade, food, sport and life. Tower Evo, which has 40 trading area and 175
squaremeters width facade width. Tower Evo is the flagship of the ‘Eskisehir Road’
and also it supplies needs of the region. In Tower Evo, there are so many services,
such as, fitness center, swimming pool, sauna, meeting rooms, lobby and
reception, 24/7 security, parking, valet, residence cleaning, dry cleaning, rentable
storages, tailor, restaurant, caffeteria and shopping center.

KULE EVO
on map
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Besa Nova
In region Yaşamkent of Ankara, Besa Nova Housing project which is built area of 23.000 sqmeters
with capacity of 224 houing. The project ouf Besa Nova has different housing choices that ranging
froom 134 meters to 154 meters. These choices includes 3+1, 4+1 and 5+1. Besa Nova point out
with the environmentalist approach, which has on the rooftops of solar panels by help of the
portion of tune-up and hot water needs, in this way the housing and building costs by up to 40
percent in annual energy savings. Total of 3 blocks in Besa Nova Houses which has in an
ornamental pool, children's play areas, tennis courts and basketball courts, a gym and social
areas of activity, which consists of an outdoor swimming pool. Additionally Besa Nova increases
the viability of the region with its 17 stores.

besa nova
on map
Besa Ataşehir
BESA Ataşehir is located at
Yaşamkent. The Project has 5 blocks
and 225 housing. BESA Ataşehir has
24/7 security, professional housing
management, swimming pool,
ﬁtness, basketball and tennis court,
playground and walking tracks. The
project is constructed in 26.500
squaremeters area.

besa ataşehir
on map
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Besa Karina Housing Complex and Besa Karina Plaza
BESA Karina Housing Complex is constructed in Yaşamkent. The Project is located in a giant ﬁeld about 72.300 squaremeters. BESA
Karina has 10 blocks and 620 housing which sizes ranging between 255 and 318 squaremeters and a trading center with 54 stores,
sport center, tennis court, basketball and volleyball courts, swimming pools and playground. BESA Karina’s striking feature is wide
green areas. The Project has 30.000 squaremeters landscape and recreational area.

besa karına
on map
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G

ürallar Yapı Inc. is a real estate investment & development company that has
prosperous projects close to 400.000m2 construction on 2 million m2 area, started
business in 1948 within the body of Gürallar Group. The name Gürallar has led the
way to the creation of brand values identied with quality and professionalism
nationally and internationally by contributing in the social and economical
development of Kütahya, the city where it was founded, and environs.
As a member of this pioneering family, Gürallar Yapı Inc. has realized innumerable
major projects ever since its foundation. During the early years of operation, the
company completed various industrial and touristic facilities as well as residence
projects, hereby maintaining a well- earned place within the ever growing Turkish
construction sector in short time.
Worldwide Lapis Han Ofce, famous Ali Bey Hotels & Resorts, LAV Glassware
Factories, Gurallar Glass Packaging Factory, several schools and residential areas are
examples of their completed projects. As a part of the long-established Gürallar
tradition, Gürallar Yapı Inc. Stil maintains its position thanks to its professional and
qualied approach.
Gürallar Yapı Inc. enjoys the pride of having a say in the future of the sector through
completed and ongoing projects, as well as the innovative approaches introduced,
the forerunner of which has been the creation of service variety and high efciency
through disintegration of the classical unied construction service into sub-units. This
way, services of investment, development, construction-commitment and real estate
management can be provided separately by experienced and professional teams
when necessary. Hence, clients who would like to get only one or some of these
services for their projects have the opportunity of beneting from the experiences
of the deep- seated Gürallar Group, which has made a mark in all the sectors it has
been operating in almost seventy years.
The company continues construction with Gürallar heritage of professional attitude
with high quality principles.

GÜRALLAR YAPI
Esentepe Mah. D-100 Guney Yanyol Lapis Han Kat: 8
34870 Soğanlık Kartal, İstanbul
Phone: +90 216 577 10 00
Fax: +90 216 576 22 62
www.gurallaryapi.com
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Lapis Han
Most of the big cities, especially Istanbul, are being constructed increasingly by tall plazas which are built vertically with a concern
to be distinguished. However, this construction style forms an aesthetical pollution which complicates the harmony of the city;
while isolated and desolated individuals along with living and business environments are being created in terms of both
functionality and sustainability. This was the exact ‘question’ that inspired the creative team who has designed the height, width,
interior structure and peripheral layouts of LAPİS HAN. 12-floor project, including the basement floors, has a concept design based
on particular themes such as practicality, divisibility into different sizes, having private and public areas together and supportive
to each other, being economical, productivity, the best use of daylight, benefiting the climatic factors, creating a unique world and
adding value to its environments.

lapıs han
on map
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T

he professional experience earned by primarily constructing hundreds of
thousands square meters of commercial plazas, industrial sites and malls
in construction and real estate sector over many years is bringing a breath
of fresh air to the business under the roof of Solid Construction Company.
Establishing Solid Construction Company with the accummulation of
knowledge gained within the body of Ozipek Group of companies,
Mehmet Sarimermer carried out the rst project of Solid Construction Co.,
Trendist Atasehir, which is designed with the slogan of “project of all
times”.
Solid Construction Company entering the construction sector with a high
budget project such as Trendist Atasehir, aims to offer a high quality, safe
and comfortable life with long-term sustainable, quality solutions to their
customers.
Starting their projects with the vision of “becoming a contemporary and
environmentalist architect of projects based upon satisfaction, respect to
human life, understanding his needs and producing accurate solutions”,
Solid Construction Company aims to be one of the leading companies in
the business in the future with the projects they will carry out.
Adopting the principle of working diligently to carry the life quality to the
top with their competitive power, strong nancial structure and
professional approach, Solid Construction Company take rm steps
forward to become the architect of projects which respect people’s lives.

SOLID CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Ataşehir Bulvarı No: 19
Ataşehir İstanbul-Turkey
Phone: +90 216 455 33 33
www.solidinsaat.com
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trendist Ataşehir
on map
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Identity of the project
Place of Project: Istanbul / Atasehir
Commencement Date: 2013
Final Completion Date: 2016
Construction Area 275.760 m²
www.trendistatasehir.com
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Trendist Ataşehir
Trendist Ataşehir is situated at Atasehir, where it is one of the
location of Anatolian side of Istanbul as it is the most valuable
and the fastest developing area in which Ataşehir Istanbul
Finance Centre is also located. The area it is situated in is the
ﬁrst housing area of Ataşehir and it is the most valuable section
of the area with its surroundings and social areas.
Trendist Ataşehir provides the harmony of stylishness and
functionality and the synthesis of classical and modern by
bringing in a brand new breath for the housing architecture as it
had become ordinary. It embraces the past with its classic
buildings and the future with its modern towers.
Trendist Ataşehir is being constructed over an area of 57.755 m2.
The project, which includes 13 blocks with 8 ﬂoors and 8 blocks
with 33 storeys, has total construction area of 275.760 m2.
Covered car parking places, social facilities and 43 units of
commercial areas are included as well as 1529 housing units in
the project.
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EKNIK YAPI has been serving in a wide variety of elds in the construction
industry since 1974 and has since produced more than six million square
meters of residential and industrial buildings. Project development,
contraction, and at-for-land-basis are the working methods that TEKNIK
YAPI uses, and the company has obtained a unique position within the
industry thanks to its innovative designs, advanced technology, and high
working speed.
TEKNIK YAPI has transferred and continues to transfer its knowledge,
experience, and business understanding into every part of the company
through the institutionalization work executed under the presidency of
Mr. Nazmi DURBAKAYIM, the President of the Board of Directors. This has
ensured that the understanding of unconditional customer satisfaction,
honesty, fairness, reliability, and sustainable high quality have become the
guiding principles for all company personnel and that the corporal culture
within the company has been based on these values.
Our investigative and innovative character has helped us stand out with
the residential and industrial buildings we have constructed so far. We
have always been accountable for our works and ensured customer
satisfaction and that is the factor that carries TEKNIK YAPI to the present
day.
TEKNIK YAPI has united all its activities, which, in addition to construction,
include real estate development, tourism, security, health care, and food,
under TEKNIK YAPI HOLDING.

TEKNİK YAPI
Teknik Yapı Plaza, Barbaros Mah., Ihlamur Sk. No:2b
(Uphill Court) Batı Ataşehir, 34746 İstanbul - Turkey
Phone: +90 216 688 78 78
Fax: +90 216 688 79 79
E-mail: info@teknikyapi.com
www.teknikyapi.com
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Concord İstanbul
Time changes. ‘’Human-oriented design” is a prerequisite of our time. We are in the middle of a huge trend of change that began in
order to keep up with time and provide our people with the proper living standards they deserve. Istanbul is being recreated from
scratch, as the phrase goes, and here it is, awaiting the appreciation it deserves like a jewel being polished. Concord Istanbul has been
designed so as to be one of the most spectacular parts of this change. The journey of Kadıköy to a new and beautiful future begins
with Concord Istanbul. Concord Istanbul will be composed of three blocks in the ﬁrst phase and six in the second, and all blocks will
be residence buildings. There are different size options available. The ﬂats are divided into types as studios and 1+1, 2+1, and 3+1
roomed ﬂats, and every detail of these ﬂats has been considered. This project also has a spectacular appearance with its stance that
almost looks down over the city from above.
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Evora İstanbul
Next door to new city favorites, Tuzla Shipyards and Pendik Marina, Evora Istanbul is also very
close to the sea and the E-5 motorway. The TEM connection road and Marmaray sub-sea tunnel
facilitate access to the city center and Sabiha Gökçen International Airport, from where it is
possible for you to ﬂy to any destination you desire, is just seven minutes away. Would you like
to use the seaways? You can easily reach Bursa, Yalova, or Balıkesir from Pendik by ferry or
sea bus. Built on an area of 30 hectares, Evora Istanbul answers every need you may have, as
it is a city inside another. This giant project is composed of 55 blocks, which will be home to
more than 20,000 people, and six sections, and the square located at the very center will be
your favorite meeting point with your neighbors. There is a sports center and a medical center,
primary school, kindergarten, banks, and a huge hypermarket along the shopping street. You
can easily go to any part within the complex thanks to the shuttle service and every section
has its own open-air pools, playgrounds, soccer, basketball, and volleyball pitches, and, in Block
E, an indoor swimming pool. There are parking lots and garages, playgrounds, social-cultural
facilities and many other advantages for a better life…

evora ıstanbul
on map
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Suadiye Sahil
Suadiye Sahil Blocks, where Teknik Yapı integrates the legacy of the past with the comfort understanding of the future, is full of details
that add a touch of grace to life. Quality reigns in this estate in every detail, from the very smallest to the largest. The products of
world-famous brands are used in every part of the ﬂats, from kitchen appliances to ﬁttings, from tiles to sanitary ware. Parquets,
cupboards, doors… all are carefully selected and make a difference with their high quality and aesthetics.

suadiye sahil
on map

teknıkyapı
metropark
on map

TeknikYapı Metropark
Home-ofﬁces of varying sizes within the two towers, one 36 and the other 38storeys high, in Halkalı district, the new and rapidly
growing hub of the business world with a parallel growth in its investment value... Designed with the newest instruments of business
life and with motivation, concentration, and productivity values in mind, these ofﬁces have the advantage of being able to be rearranged
depending on different business ﬁelds. Metropark aims at being the project that provides the highest rent and sales revenues within
a short time in Halkalı neighborhood, which is an ever-rising star and a focal point of urban transformation. Do not miss this investment
opportunity that has the fastest proﬁt potential in recent years and comes with the assurance of the prestigious name of Teknik Yapı.
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aranti İnşaat, founded in 1948 as one of the pioneering companies in the forefront of the
Turkish construction sector; and having 66 years of experience in construction contracting
and 33 years of experience in property development, exposing the presence of a powerful
establishment active in a vast range of operations, and bearing a highly respected status
both at home and abroad, is now serving under the name of GARANTİ KOZA, an identity to
launch a new mission, as of mid 2004.
GARANTİ KOZA is one of the oldest and most experienced contractors in Turkey, during its
long and deep rooted past, and following the trends of the sector and the economy, have
served through various partnership structures hosting the expectations and inclinations of
its times. Setting out with Garanti Bank in 1948, and during the shareholdership of Koç
Holding in 1976, German Hochtief in 1987 and English Balfour Beatty in 2000, GARANTİ
KOZA İnşaat, started to function under the name of GARANTİ KOZA, continued as Garanti
Balfour Beatty; GARANTİ KOZA now aims to structure a more dynamic and high competitive
edge, as of 2004.
In this respect, making use of its experience and potential, in dams, tunnels, infrastructure
works, industrial plants, high rise buildings, land development issues, and projects of
signicance, together with the contribution of its capable and highly experienced staff, in
GARANTİ KOZA's success and continuity achieved over the years, a new and more dynamic
corporate structure has been formed. Thus, a more contemporary, result oriented, efcient
identity is aimed at, in order to meet the needs of the era.
GARANTİ KOZA, owing to reliability and strength accumulated over the 62 years, highly
specialized nature of a pioneering past, deep rooted experience and precious contacts
acquired from miscellaneous projects accomplished during its existence, endeavors to achieve
utmost excellence and quality. GARANTİ KOZA is determined to enhance the experience
gained in its operations in Russia, Middle East and Turkic Republics, by the investments in
the Middle East and the Balkans.
GARANTİ KOZA targets to prove that it is one of the leaders of the construction contracting
and property development sectors in Turkey and the neighboring countries, by implementing
a dynamic and a more enthusiastic marketing strategy.

GARANTİ KOZA
Tekstilkent Koza Plaza A Blok Kat: 34
34235 Esenler, İstanbul-Turkey
Phone: +90 212 467 22 22
Fax: +90 212 438 24 09
www.garantikoza.com.tr
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koza park
on map
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Kozapark
Kozapark Residence, established on an area covering approximately 200.000 square meters,
consists of 7 blocks, one of World’ best hotel Swissotel Residences and 75.000 square meters
of green area.
Kozapark, which boasts the ﬁrst and only lake eligible for swimming in Turkey as well as the
Optimist (Yachting) Academy, offers you a new quality of life. You can enjoy it yourself or use it
for investment purposes. Kozapark residential units, o ered for sale before they are completed,
offer you the satisfaction of making a perfect investment as well as interior decoration services
to ensure the best. e apartment unit that will be delivered to you in the year 2015 could either
be decorated by you according to the most recent trends in fashion or left to us for decoration
and 2nd hand marketing if the intention is only investment. For unit types, prices and sizes in
a range of square meters, please visit the website, www.kozapark.com.tr.
Shops by the Street
115 shops and stores surrounding Kozapark await the shoppers that appreciate the joy of
shopping outdoors. Hundreds of elite stores are a stone’s throw away whenever you desire to
do some shopping. The real joy of shopping is now just around the corner at Kozapark. The
cafés and restaurants also available at Kozapark offer you the tastes from a variety of cuisines
and as an added bonus they are around the corner from your house.
A Privileged Life
A life led around an exquisite lake located in the middle of the city must be exquisite by
deﬁnition. In each block, you are welcome into a lobby reminiscent of a ﬁve-star hotel.
Residence, valet and laundry services are all designed to make you feel special. Thanks to the
underground parking, vehicle trafﬁc is kept to a minimum in the essential parts of the available
living areas. In short, it can be said that life is not only a privilege on holidays but rather it is so
every single day.
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A Lake eligible for Swimming
Now it is a joy to leave your house as your eyes indulge on this virtually boundless blue lake of almost 28 thousand m2 as soon as you
step out of your door. It is not just for viewing. To ensure that you are able to enjoy it to the fullest extent possible, we also provided a
separate wharf, beach and sunning terrace for each block. The lake, which maintains its natural turquoise color, presents a dazzling
sight right in the center of the city.
Do you think it is possible not to be involved in water sports when you live by the side of a magniﬁcent lake located in the city center?
Now you have the means and opportunity to try your hand at various water sports like surﬁng, yachting, water skiing, etc. all through
the season. To add to your enjoyment, there is also the Optimist Academy offering a wharf speciﬁc to boats as well as technical
equipment suitable for any age along with training in surﬁng and yachting. Your neighbors, just a few strokes away through the lake,
located in the center of Kozapark, and the joy you derive on your boat just before you leave for work in the morning, the 4,5 km walking
track that is right outside your door and magnolia and oak trees lining the shore of the lake making you forget you are in the city... Life
at Kozapark is startlingly lovely and out of the ordinary.
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